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However, now that will not be possible. Who does this punish the most? However, in their instructions, it is not apparent clearly, and it took several readings to understand what they were saying. They have decided to get rid of factions for all non-faction agent funds. Let's take a look at the assistants. I am sorry, it was too long, but I felt there were
too many issues to discuss, and it goes beyond just banning some magic items. We will divide this section into two parts, the first items being magic and the second being gold. As long as they spend their points at the level they earned them in. It is disappointing to say the least, so much so that multiple people have raised the question of whether
Wotc purposely made these changes to kill off the Adventurers League so that they can easily transition to the Sixth Edition. It means that while a player can get a spell at the 4th level, they can't really cast it until almost their 17th level of play. My biggest problem with treasure points though is their lack of theme. The cheapest spell that will save
players from death is 500 GP. D&D has also released a banned list of items to accompany this change. In the Adventurer's League game, players can no longer obtain magic items directly from adventures. It just doesn't make sense thematically or mechanically. Players can then take these points and buy one of the items they saw in a previous
adventure. This is not a change in the rules, but it is important to remember for the next section: gold. Gold is the absolute worst change Al has made this season. The players at the bottom of the levels will only be able to throw in 7 familiar times, if they do absolutely nothing else with their money. The changes make both the function and the
mechanical use of many of the classes massively more difficult. We like to roll around playing with NPCs, exploring the land, and doing side quests. Both , Fo Gnitpecca Tsom MA to Taht Egnahc Sim Sim and Taht SDLOHT EHT EHT ECALP ENEMRETED OT ECALP NI METESS ON SOUTH TERRUC ESUAACE E EKILNU ERUTNEVDA ESU
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uoy i .SlPs Laetnese Rieht ROF Stnenopmoc Tsoc Tsoc HGIH Evah not necessarily happy. Then you can decide to slowly level off and split again if you choose. This is a relatively small detail, except for one big problem. Players are now discouraged from taking on random encounters because they will not get any experience at all, there is no reason to
search for dungeons or enter dungeons because they will not receive gold, magic items or any treasure, and they can ... This is a minor change in many ways, yet it can have a major impact on the role of several players. It will cost 4 treasure points to raise dead or a minimum of 8 hours of play. The example given for a reason not to get experience is
that Ã¢â'¬Å"Your party can complete an epic mission and save the entire land, receive a bÃ'nus check, or it may choose to let all the innocents burn in favor of sleeping. (Wizards D & D). Overall, all these changes detract from the role playing aspect of dungeons and dragons that is, in fact, a role playing game. These are not the only spells that have a
cost associated with them as well. Some spells like finding family cost money every time the assistant casts this. It is at the heart of character design, being forced to change alignment is devastating to your character role. Returning players will be frustrated to see how they need to convert all their characters to this new system. Players will need to
have a chart for each character, noting each magic item they saw and noting at what level they received their treasure points. Evil characters were only allowed if they were Zhentarim or Lords Alliance. Players whose goal is to get plate armor will not be able to pay until the 11th level, and they will only be able to pay then. Some DMS will only
choose not to give advancement points if a ossi ossi etnemetnetsisnoc rinup edop md ueS .satief sahlocse sa moc sezilefni o£Ãtse sele uo aviar moc zaf so Due to your ability to decide whether the players receive their experienced checkpoints. It forces players to get rid of these items by 12 treasure points in exchange that should be spent on the
applicable level to your character. It seems that nowadays the wizards of the coast hate the wizards. This leaves me with the question, why adventure, after all? Instead, players may get 1 advance point for their level leveling progress that AL considers that the module should be played, if DM considers acceptable on the basis of progress made. That
said, the system of experience checking points is the best of the changes they did. Besides moral items, players are also not allowed to keep any non-product items that are found as swords, shields or armor. Players that are not the agents of the faction that are these alignments are now being forced to change their alignments to neutral. It almost
looks like players go to Chuck-and Cheeses and give their tickets to play, and when they finish, they can go to the premium counter and choose their prime. For example, if a player saw your points to buy a gun plus 3, it will not be able to use the points that won in the first 3 weapon levels. Players who have never played Dungeons and Dragons will
probably die in their first adventures when the stitches are few and meetings tend to be mortal. In addition to your poor instructions, this will also be very time consuming for players who have many characters. The Wizards of the Coast and the Adventurers League team want to ensure that this is no longer a worry in the game of the 8th season. But
the gold will not affect only the spells of spells. Yesterday, the official rules for the eighth season were launched to AL, and change the focus of the game, essentially making a whole new game for the play. It is necessary to find the difference between your current level and the next one, to find the The way you were to reach the next level, and
transform this into a dependent faction of the level you are on. From August 30 we will be expelled from your faction without apparent reasons and I will have to completely rewrite your stories and, for some of them, your venum and character build. Now this puts two problems. Players that have worldly armor will also be disappointed. Why? I will
plunge more into the changes here, but my conclusion is that they took the role of D & D and transformed it more into an accounting exercise. In most cases this will not be a problem, however, when playing in things like conversions with new DMs, there will be a lot of variety with regard to progress. This also means that players should choose
between launching spells or copying them because there are no money for both. No. However, there are those who can assume this implication that if a player lets you die innocent people, they do not deserve experiment points. The new rules enter into force on 30 August. In addition, many players specifically built characters and have a story behind
some of these items that suddenly disappeared. New players. D & D Al did not just got rid of the necessary gold to throw spells, but also banished a handful of favorite witchswitches from the wizard list and changed the way others work. Some spells as continues flame cost 50GP every time they are released, and some spells like LeomondÃ ¢ s tiny
chest (4th level spell) cost 5000GP. I feel bad for players who worked hard to get their items, sometimes putting more than 50 hours of play to get to this single item and now they have plucked them. Instead of entering a crypt and finding wonderful items and treasures, players now receive a souvenir and are advised to go shopping later. Instead,
they would have to spend points based on the level in which they obtained them. All D & D ecosystem in convention depends on both adventurers' alloy that will be interesting interesting oa odived ,ossid m©ÃlA .rodehloca etneibma mun D&D o ratnemirepxe ed amrof amu res eugaeL srerutnevdA ad acitÃlop a artnoc iav e ragoj ed serodagoj sovon so
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sovon so ,ohnag etnemaiverp oruo ues o retnam meriugesnoc setneirepxe serodagoj ed If the adventurers' alloy determines that the chapter should take only a certain number of times, and we slow two times that time, we could potentially do no progress in our characters for weeks. This also means that new players can not gain moral items, which
will put them in a greater disadvantage as they entered higher levels. Which means that it can not be granted until after the 5th level. Copying spells in the first level takes 50 GP by spell. Although this may not be bad for the characters of Level 3 and 4, players who are on level 2 with some of these items are very upset, as the list of acceptable
makers is very Darkening. It seems to be a lot to keep a couple. Although I will not say that this is true, it makes sense, given the amplitude of the deaf changes and the complaints that rose before this has been disclosed. Some players will change to just play at home, but for players who regularly attend conventions these changes mean they have to
continue to play, or simply do not attend conventions. It looks cheap and not tempatic, completely against a play playing game. The wizards have two major functions in which they make use of gold, copy spells and fuse spells. Be sure to read the three documents at the bottom as well as each introduces different changes. But enough experience, let's
get into the real meat of the problem: how they are dealing with the treasure. Many players do not just want to register for hours to get items and gold, which is essentially the whole new system. Players now only get gold when they are level. Players are also encouraged to spend money on taverns, bribe people or any other form of game or temática,
because each gold point etnetsisnoc etnetsisnoc ogoj mu ranoicroporp ed sorierutnevA sod agiL ad otis³Ãporp o artnoc odni ,odazirailimaf ajetse lauq a moc MD amu moc odnagoj ajetse rodagoj o euq sonem a ,LA me songilam sneganosrep ed llor ogoj o ajarocnesed otsI With the adventurous league change for an accounting exercise, many players are
not safe on how to advance. This hinders almost all classes, but makes wizards and claces essentially useful until the four level. Adventurers often venture through magical, gold and glory items. Glory.
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